
Financial Management 
 

Wellness Mobile Apps 

  

 

Money Under 30 
(Website, FREE) 

This service provides a user with financial advice for 

different categories such as credit cards, credit, debt payoff, 

investing, home buying, and car buying. It also provides 

price calculators and relevant financial articles.  

 

 

 

Shoeboxed  
(iPhone/Android, 30 days FREE) 

This app is truly incredible! Shoeboxed transcribes receipts 

automatically, tags the receipt with the kind of business (for 

tax purposes), and saves the image for better record 

keeping. It’s pricey past the free 30 days, but worth it! 

 

 

 



 

 

Mint (iPhone/Android/Website, FREE) 

Mint provides the user with goal-setting tools to optimize 

the budgeting software system that links accounts. This 

app is helpful for starting to budget, checking a credit 

score, and tracking spending/savings. 

 

Joy (iPhone, FREE) 
This psychology-based app wants the user to assess 

how happy or unhappy spending makes them in certain 
situations. The app is linked to spending/savings 

accounts while the user is paired with an AI spending 

“coach” that gives support and tips for saving money. 

 

CheckPlease Lite (iPhone/Android, FREE) 
CheckPlease Lite helps a user decide how much money 

to leave for tip. The user is able to enter custom 

amounts for the most accurate total, and the tip can 

even be divided for parties of up to 100 people! 

 

 

ThriftBooks (iPhone/Android/Website, FREE) 

This service provides users with a cheaper place to 

purchase books and textbooks, which could be a more 

realistic option for college students. There are numerous 

categories and the user can have a wish list saved. 

 

Wally (iPhone/Android, FREE) 

Manually log expenses and track where your money is 

being spent with Wally. Broken down into categories, a 

user may enter expenses, add sources of income, set 

goals, and see a basic analysis of their spending. 

 

You Need A Budget  
(iPhone/Android/Website, 34 days FREE  

[but must pay to access]) 
Connect bank accounts, track goals for saving/spending, 

and see a breakdown of your spending obligations, 

expenses, payments, quality of life goals, and any “just 

for fun” expenses with this accessible app. 


